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Dwell-time and run-time control for DC mass rapid transit railways 
 
K.K. Wong and T.K. Ho 
 
Abstract 
Dwell-times at stations and inter-station run-times are the two of major operational 
parameters to maintain train schedule in railway service.  The current practices on 
dwell-time and run-time control, however, are only optimal with respect to certain 
nominal traffic conditions, but not necessarily the current service demand.  The 
advantages of dwell-time and run-time control on trains are therefore not fully taken.  
This paper presents the application of a dynamic programming approach, with the aid 
of an event-based model, to devise an optimal set of dwell-times and run-times for 
trains under given operational constraints over a regional level.  Since train operation 
is interactive and of multi-attributes, dwell-time and run-time coordination among 
trains is a multi-dimensional problem.  The computational demand on devising 
trains’ instructions, which is the prime concern for the operators in real-time 
applications, is excessively high.  To properly reduce the computational demand in 
the provision of appropriate dwell-times and run-times for trains, this paper proposes 
to divide a DC railway line into a number of regions and each region is overseen by 
one Dwell-time and Run-time Controller (DRC).  To demonstrate the performance 
and feasibility of the controller in formulating the dwell-time and run-time solutions 
for real-time applications, the results of the three studies are discussed. 
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List of symbols 
i
xAT   arrival-time of train i at station x 
i
xNDW  nominal dwell-time of train i at station x 
i
xxNRT ,1−  nominal run-time of train i between station x-1 and x 
[ ]kAT  arrival-times set of trains at successive stations at stage k 
[ ] kkNDW ,1−  a set of nominal dwell-times for trains at successive stations between 
stages k-1 and k 
[ ] kkNRT ,1−  a set of nominal run-times for trains at successive inter-station runs 
between stages k-1 and k 
[ ] kkRDW ,1−  a set of dwell-time extensions or reductions of trains at successive 
stations with respect to the nominal dwell-time schedule between stages k-1 and k 
[ ] kkRRT ,1−  a set of run-time extensions or reductions of trains at successive 
inter-station runs with respect to the nominal run-time schedule between stages k-1 
and k 
τ  number of control actions 
T  a set of possible stage transformations  
)( jx g   state at stage j thg
)( jx  a set of possible states at stage j  
)( jx)  a set of possible states at stage j after state grouping 
( ))( jxF g   a set of stage-to-stage cost(s) of reaching the given state ‘ ’ in 
stage j  
)( jx g
M  a set of the sets of the minimum costs of reaching all possible states in successive 
stages 
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X  a set of all the possible ordered sets of states in successive stage transformations  
•x  one element in X    
∗x  optimal path 
)( jc g  a set of individual dwell-time and/or run-time adjustments to the trains with 
respect to the corresponding nominal schedule at  )( jx g
)( jc  a set of control actions leading to each element in   )( jx
C  a set of all the possible ordered sets of control actions made to attain the final 
stage in successive stage transformations 
•c  one element in  C
∗c  a set of the optimal control actions to attain each element in in successive 
stages 
∗x
 
1 Introduction 
Owing to the cost effectiveness and environmental friendliness, the number of metro 
systems has been growing rapidly around the world for a few decades.  To meet the 
population and social activities throughout the day, a reliable train service is inevitable.  
However, when taking all the track-related constraints, control variables and 
operational requirements into account, regulation of train operation to match the 
time-varying passenger demand becomes a very complicated problem because of its 
non-linear and multi-dimensional properties.  Since a large amount of operational 
parameters are involved, a quick solution for train control is not always possible.  
Further, the common practice on train control is usually based on a set of specified 
operational criteria.  Adjustment on train operation either through service headway, 
dwell-times at stations or inter-station run-times is thus confined to a certain extent.  
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To enhance the flexibility and capability of train control, a dynamic train controller to 
maintain train schedule [1] according to the current traffic scenarios is desired.   
 
Dwell-time control [2] is the commonly adopted means for train scheduling in 
practice because of its simplicity.  To reduce energy consumption of trains and 
maintain service at the same time, inter-station run-time control is more preferable to 
achieve train coordination, particularly at off-peak hours.  A trade-off between 
service quality and energy consumption of a train movement in an inter-station run 
can be easily accomplished with coast control [3-5], except for certain track geometry 
and speed restrictions, as run-time decreases and energy consumption increases 
monotonically when the coasting point shifts from the starting station to the next.   
 
This paper describes regulation and coordination of multi-train operation with mixed 
dwell-time and run-time control by dynamic programming approach (DP) [6,7].  As 
computation time is critical for real-time applications, an event-based model [8,9] on 
train movement, which does not require calculation on every detail, is the tool to 
evaluate the possible control actions during the optimisation process. 
 
Trains are running in a sequential order on a line with the separation governed by the 
headway and each train carries its own corresponding dwell-time and run-time 
schedule.  With a large number of trains running at the same time, the problem of 
dwell-time and run-time coordination among trains is extensively complex.  Size of 
solution space for train operation inevitably inflates with numbers of trains and 
stations and hence the computational demand becomes excessive.  In order to take 
full advantage of dwell-time and run-time control in railway applications, dividing a 
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line into a number of control regions is proposed and each region is controlled by one 
Dwell-time and Run-time Controller (DRC).  With a number of DRCs along a line, 
the solution space of train control is relatively smaller and hence computational 
demand is kept manageable.  
 
In DC metro systems, the traction power to trains is mainly supplied by the two 
nearest substations [10].  In this study, the section of track between two adjacent 
substations is defined as a control region, which usually covers a few passenger 
stations.  As a result, the number of substations in the metro system determines the 
number of DRCs required.  Given the system operational requirements, energy 
demand and headway are ‘allocated’ to DRCs from a central level of control.  Each 
DRC then calculates the sets of dwell-times and run-times for trains in a region.  An 
on-board train-based controller (TBC) [11], which is integrated into the Automatic 
Train Operation (ATO), may be employed in each train to determine the necessary 
control measures based on the given operational constraints by a DRC.  Hence, a 
hierarchical train control is possible and the decision-making process of train 
operation is vertically divided into three layers, with the DRCs located in the middle.  
 
This paper focuses on the design of the DRC and the regulation of train service within 
a region.  The study explores the feasibility of an online traffic flow optimisation 
technique.  With dynamic programming, the advantage of guaranteed optimality of 
the solution is exploited.  Three studies will be conducted to demonstrate the 
controller’s flexibility with various operational requirements through simulation.  
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2 Problem formulation 
In order to explain the problem of train regulation in a region, a simple track with 5 
stations between two adjacent substations (i.e. within one control region) is given here.  
As shown in Fig. 1, a train is assumed to be at station ‘0’ initially and it will reach 
station ‘4’ through three intermediate stops.  The total travelling time (i.e. 
dwell-times and run-times through three intermediate stops) and energy consumption 
of the whole journey from station ‘0’ to ‘4’ may vary, depending on the corresponding 
dwell-times at stations and run-times in successive inter-station runs.  There are a 
large number of dwell-time and run-time combinations for the train to reach station 
‘4’ and each produces different overall run-time and energy consumption.  
 
Fig. 1 4 inter-station runs 
 
To represent the train movement through the three intermediate stations, a traffic flow 
model is to be established, as shown in Fig. 2, where the numbered states correspond 
to the train’s possible arrival-times at the stations.  The lines connecting the states 
represent the travelling time Tx,x+1 between stations ‘x’ and ‘x+1’ (i.e. the dwell-time at 
stations ‘x’ and the possible run-times between the two stations) as well as the 
corresponding energy consumptions Ex,x+1 of the train.   
 
For easy illustration in Fig. 2, the possible number of states evolved at each station is 
limited at 3, excluding the one at the initial station.  The control actions taken by the 
Station ‘3’Station ‘2’ Station ‘1’ Station ‘0’ 
Train 
Travel pattern in an 
inter-station run 
Direction of travel
Station ‘4’ 
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operator on each state at stations evolves into the same set of states at the subsequent 
stations.  For instance, states 1, 2 and 3 lead to the same states 4, 5 and 6 at station 
‘2’.  There are a total of twelve states required in representing the traffic conditions 
of a train through station ‘0’ to ‘4’ in this example; whilst the number of paths to reach 
the station ‘4’ through different combinations of successive states is .   2733 =
 
Fig. 2 State diagram of a single train operation  
 
However, the number of possible states at the next stations is more likely to increase 
in practice.  The size of the state diagram expands as the train moves along the line 
and hence the problem of train control becomes more complex.  Given the train’s 
three possible control actions at a state, the maximum number of states required 
(excluding the initial state) to represent the flow of traffic and paths to reach station 
‘4’ through different combinations of states are determined as .  1203333 4321 =+++
 
To further represent multiple train movement on a line (each train carries its own 
unique dwell-time and run-time schedule), a state corresponds to the arrival times of 
trains at stations.  In other words, number of stations over a region implies the 
number of trains to be controlled at a state.  The size of state diagram inflates with 
the number of trains and control actions over the region.  To take one set of control 
Station ‘0’ Station ‘1’ Station ‘2’ Station ‘3’ 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4
5
6
7
8
10 
Station ‘4’ 
E01,T01 
9
11 
E14,T14 E47,T47 E710,T710 
12 
E02,T02 
E03,T03 
E15,T15
E16,T16 
E24,T24 
E25,T25
E26T26 
E34,T34 
E35,T35
E36,T36
E48,T48
E49,T49
E57,T57
E58,T58
E59,T59
E67,T67
E68,T68
E69,T69
E810,T810 
E910,T910 
E712,T712 
E711,T711 
E811,T811 
E911,T911 E812,T812 
E912,T912 
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actions on trains based on the given operational constraints, the number of 
inter-station runs over a region is the boundary of train control per cycle.  The 
ultimate aim of DRC introduced here is to find the set of dwell-times at stations and 
inter-station run-times for trains in a region, to meet a particular operational criterion 
(i.e. run-time or minimum energy consumption).  
 
3 Traffic flow model 
As dwell-time and run-time is calculated in successive stages, formulation of the 
traffic flow model to link the control actions and their corresponding operational 
performance is possible.  The train’s operational performance between links, which 
can be determined by train simulator, depends on its operation mode (i.e. acceleration, 
coasting and braking).   
 
Under given system constraints and operational requirements within a region, 
regulation of train operation can be attained by either heuristic or classical approaches.  
Heuristic methods usually consume less memory but they do not guarantee optimal 
solution.  A better solution is attained in a longer simulation time.  Classical 
methods ensure the optimality of solution but an analytical model to relate various 
system parameters is needed to be formulated.  Dynamic programming is one of the 
classical optimisation techniques and it divides the multi-stage problem into a series 
of single-stage problem.  Dynamic programming is adopted to solve the problem of 
train control in this study because this traffic regulation problem can be formulated 
into a multi-stage problem. 
 
To establish an event-based traffic flow model with DP, an event represents a state and 
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the links between events are the transformation between states in the state-space 
model.  In DRC, an event denotes arrival-time set of trains at stations, while the links 
between events are inter-station runs for trains.  
 
3.1 Schedule and control 
3.1.1 Nominal train schedule 
Inter-station run-time depends on the exact train movement between stations, and a 
particular run can be described by the difference between the arrival times at two 
successive stations: 
i
xx
i
x
i
x
i
x NRTNDWATAT ,111 −−− +=−       (1) 
Trains are running in sequential order on the same railway line, as shown in Fig. 3, 
with their separations governed by the headway.  Each train has its own set of 
arrival-times at stations.  To represent multi-train operation in the traffic flow model, 
a state at a particular stage k is defined as the set of arrival-times of trains at 
successive stations.  
  [ ] [ ]knkinxkixkixkixk ATATATATATState ++−++−++−+= ,,,,: 2211 K   (2) 
Direction of travel
 
Fig. 3 Multi-train operation 
 
The dynamic behaviour of multi-train operation with respect to the nominal schedule 
Train ‘i’ Train ‘i+n’ Train ‘i+2’ Train ‘i+1’ 
Control region
Station ‘x’ Station ‘x-1’Station ‘x-2’Station ‘x-n’ 
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between two states is therefore expressed as:    
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] kkkkkk NRTNDWATAT ,1,11 −−− +=−     (3) 
where, 
[ ] [ ] kknkinxkixkixkixkk NDWNDWNDWNDWNDW ,111211,1 ,,,, −−++−++−+−−+− = K  (4) 
[ ] [ ]
kk
nki
nxnx
ki
xx
ki
xxkk NRTNRTNRTNRT ,1
1
1,
1
1,2,1,1 ,,, −
−++
+−−
++
−−
+
−− = K   (5) 
In order to maintain the train service, regulation of dwell-times at stations, and 
run-times in successive inter-station runs with respect to the nominal schedule, are the 
two viable control actions. 
 
3.1.2 Dwell-time and run-time control   
Dwell-time of trains at stations can be either extended or reduced with respect to the 
nominal schedule.  Eqn (3) then becomes, 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] kkkkkkkk NRTRDWNDWATAT ,1,1,11 −−−− ++=−      (6) 
where,  
[ ] [ ] kknkinxkixkixkixkk RDWRDWRDWRDWRDW ,111211,1 ,,,, −−++−++−+−−+− = K   (7) 
Since the nominal train schedule (i.e. [ ] kkNDW ,1− and [ ] kkNRT ,1− ) is constant, 
 is the possible control variable to maintain the train schedule.  Similarly, 
when run-time control is adopted, the dynamic behaviour of train operation is 
expressed by: 
[ ] kkRDW ,1−
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] kkkkkkkk RRTNRTNDWATAT ,1,1,11 −−−− ++=−    (8) 
where, 
 [ ] [ ]
kk
nki
nxnx
ki
xx
ki
xxkk RRTRRTRRTRRT ,1
1
1,
1
1,2,1,1 ,,, −
−++
+−−
++
−−
+
−− = K    (9) 
To further enhance the flexibility of train control, both [ ] kkRDW ,1− and  [ ] kkRRT ,1−
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are introduced into Eqn (3) and the mixed control is described by: 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] kkkkkkkkkk RRTNRTRDWNDWATAT ,1,1,1,11 −−−−− +++=−     (10) 
 
3.2 State formulation 
To demonstrate how the event-based model is applied to represent traffic flow, an 
example, in which there are 4 stations, is given.  The traffic condition is shown in 
Table 1. 
 
3.2.1 Initialisation 
Given the traffic condition, the state at the initial stage ‘0’ is calculated by: 
  Assume train 1 departs at station ‘0’ when time = 0 sec;  
   (i.e. Arrival-time of train 1 at station ‘3’) = (135+25+121+25+90) sec 13AT
                = 396 sec 
  With 120 sec headway, = (120+135+25+121) = 401 sec 22AT
        = (120×2 +135) = 375 sec 31AT
        = (120×3-25) = 335 sec 40AT
An initial state [396, 401, 375, 335]0 is obtained. 
 
Table 1 – Traffic conditions 
Headway 120 sec 
Nominal dwell-time 25 sec 
Time extension of train service 5 % 
Inter-station run (sec) 
0-1 1-2 2-3 
Nominal run-times 
135 121 90 
Number of control steps in 
run-time  
0 or 7 sec 0 or 6 sec 0 or 5 sec 
* Dwell-time control is not introduced in this application. 
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3.2.2 State evolution 
Given the corresponding run-time extensions (i.e. 7, 6 and 5 sec) at the stations with 
respect to the nominal schedule in successive inter-station runs, and no dwell-time 
control is introduced, a new state at the next stage is calculated by Eqn. (8), 
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With 120 sec headway, = 120×4-25 = 455 sec.  A possible state [521, 527, 502, 
455]1 at stage “1” is attained.  A similar approach of calculation on the arrival-times 
set of trains is carried out at the later stages.  
5
0AT
 
Excluding the initial stage, the number of possible states at a particular stage in the 
state-space traffic model depends on: (1) the number of possible states in the previous 
stage, and (2) the number of possible control actions,τ , taken by the operator on each 
state at stations. 
τ×=+ kstageatstatesofNumberkstageatstatesofNumber )1(   (11) 
1)var( −= stationsofNumberiablecontrolinstepsofNumberτ    (12) 
A larger number of states is therefore obtained in later stages and the number of stages 
increases with the number of stations in the region. 
 
3.3 Operation with state diagram 
Fig. 4 shows the event-based traffic flow model representing train movement with all 
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combinations of states in successive stages.  It is only a simple case of four trains 
travelling through four successive stations with different arrival-times.  ‘7 or (/) 0’, 
‘6 / 0’ and ‘5 / 0’ sec(s) are the three sets of two run-time extension levels in the three 
inter-station runs ‘0-1’, ‘1-2’ and ‘2-3’ respectively, and a new train is fed into the line 
at station 1 with 120 sec headway.  The initial state is the same as derived in Section 
3.2.1.  The traffic conditions summarised in Table 1 are employed.  Each stage has 
a number of states representing the possible arrival-times of trains at successive 
stations.  A stage transformation corresponds to one inter-station run for the trains 
and the number of stage transformations increases with the number of stations.  
There are a total of 512 (i.e. ) combinations of the arrival-times of 
trains at the final stage, even with only two possible run-time extension levels in each 
of the three inter-station runs. 
3333 8222 =××
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Fig. 4 Complete state-space diagram 
AT0  AT1  AT2  AT3 indicates the corresponding arrival-times of trains at successive stations
396  401  375  335 
cm(k): x, y, z 
521  527  502  455
647  654  622  575
647 654  615  575
647  648  622  575
647  648  615  575
642  654  622  575
642  654  615  575
642  648  622  575
642  648  615  575
x1(0)
x1(1) 
x2(1) 
x3(1) 
x4(1) 
T (1) T (2)
are the corresponding run-time extensions with respect to the nominal schedule in successive inter-station runs 
from stage k-1 to k 
521  527  495  455
521  521  502  455
521  521  495  455
516  527  502  455
516  527  495  455
516  521  502  455
516  521  495  455
x5(1) 
x6(1) 
x7(1) 
x8(1) 
647  647  622  575
647  647  615  575
647  641  622  575
647  641  615  575
642  647  622  575
642  647  615  575
642  641  622  575
642  641  615  575
M
641  647  622  575
641  647  615  575
641  641  622  575
641  641  615  575
636  647  622  575
636  647  615  575
636  641  622  575
636  641  615  575
M
M
M
Stage 0 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 1 
x1(2)
 M
 M
 M
 M
 M
 M
c1(1): 5, 6, 7 
c2(1): 5, 6, 0 
c3(1): 5, 0,7
c8(1): 0, 0, 0 
c7(1): 0, 0,7
c4(1): 5, 0, 0 
c5(1): 0, 6, 7 
c6(1): 0, 6, 0 
774  774  742  695 
774  774  735  695 
774  768  742  695 
774  768  735  695 
769  774  742  695 
769  774  735  695 
769  768  742  695 
769  768  735  695 
x1(3) 
 M  
 M  
 M  
 M  
 M  
 M  
x8(2) x8(3) 
768  774  742  695 
768  774  735  695 
768  768  742  695 
768  768  735  695 
763  774  742  695 
763  774  735  695 
763  768  742  695 
763  768  735  695 
x49(3) 
 M  
 M  
 M  
 M  
 M  
 M  
x41(2) 
 M  
 M  
 M  
 M  
 M  
 M  
x56(3) 
x48(2) 
761  767  742  695 
761  767  735  695 
761  761  742  695 
761  761  735  695 
756  767  742  695 
756  767  735  695 
756  761  742  695 
756  761  735  695 
x57(2) 
 M  
 M  
 M  
 M  
 M  
 M  
x505(3) 
 M  
 M  
 M  
 M  
 M  
 M  
x64(2) x512(3) 
T (3)
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With the given traffic conditions, the set of stage transformation T  required in 
successive stages and all the possible sets of control actions in  to reach the final 
stage are expressed in Eqns (13) and (14) respectively.  
C
      ( ) ( ){ } { })3(),2(),1(,,1 TTTjTTT =K     (13) 
{ } { }{ })(,),1(;;)(,),1( nccnccC vwqp KKKK=   (14) 
where,  and  ),1(pc )1()1( cc w ∈ ),(ncq )()( ncncv ∈
 ( )jT  is the transformation from stage j-1 to stage j; whilst  is the set of control 
actions leading to each element in .  j is the number of inter-station runs within 
the specified control region and  is a set of possible states in stage j.  Hence, 
)( jc
)( jx
)j(x
{ } { } { }{ })3(),2(),1(;;)3(),2(),1(;)3(),2(),1( 512648211111 cccccccccC KKK=  
= { } { }{ { })0,0,0(),7,6,5(),7,6,5(;;)0,6,5(),7,6,5(),7,6,5(;)7,6,5(),7,6,5(),7,6,5( K ; 
    { } { } { })0,0,0(),0,6,5(),7,6,5(;;)0,6,5(),0,6,5(),7,6,5(;)7,6,5(),0,6,5(),7,6,5( K ;     
M  
    { } { } { })0,0,0(),7,6,5(),7,6,5(;;)0,6,5(),7,6,5(),0,6,5(;)7,6,5(),7,6,5(),0,6,5( K ;     
M  
    { } { } { })0,0,0(),7,6,5(),0,0,0(;;)0,6,5(),7,6,5(),0,0,0(;)7,6,5(),7,6,5(),0,0,0( K ;    
M  
    { } { } { }})0,0,0(),0,0,0(),0,0,0(;;)0,6,5(),0,0,0(),0,0,0(;)7,6,5(),0,0,0(),0,0,0( K  
                 
For each sequence  control actions in , there is a corresponding sequence of 
states  in successive stages.   
•c C
•x
{ } { })3(),2(),1(),0((5,6,7)(5,6,7),(5,6,7), 1111 xxxxxc =→= ••  
{ } { })3(),2(),1(),0((5,6,0)(5,6,7),(5,6,7), 2111 xxxxxc =→= ••  
M 
{ } { })3(),2(),1(),0((0,0,0)(5,6,7),(5,6,7), 8111 xxxxxc =→= ••  
M 
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{ } { })3(),2(),1(),0((0,0,0)(5,6,0),(5,6,7), 16211 xxxxxc =→= ••  
M 
{ } { })3(),2(),1(),0((5,6,7)(5,6,7),(5,6,0), 65921 xxxxxc =→= ••  
M 
{ } { })3(),2(),1(),0((5,6,7)(0,0,0),(0,0,0), 5056481 xxxxxc =→= ••  
M 
{ } { })3(),2(),1(),0((0,0,0)(0,0,0),(0,0,0), 5126481 xxxxxc =→= ••  
 
For example, when the control actions { }(5,6,7)(0,0,0),(0,0,0),=•c is applied in 
successive stage transformations and train 1 departs at station ‘0’ when time = 0 sec.  
The corresponding sequence of states in successive stages is:  
{ })3(),2(),1(),0( 5056481 xxxxx =•   
and the states are highlighted in Fig. 4.  
 
Fig. 4 also shows the total number of possible states at stages 1, 2 and 3 are 8, 64 and 
512 respectively.  State  and ( )11x ( )15x , representing two different sets of 
arrival-times of trains at stations (i.e. [ ]455,502,527,521 and [ ]455,502,527,516 ), 
produce two sets of states ( ) ( )221x 8xK  and ( ) ( )
( )1x
240233 xx K  at stage 2 with the 
corresponding control actions.  Similarly, the other ordered states in , in which 
their arrival-time elements are not the same with each other, provide the different set 
of states at stage 2 as follows:   
( )12x  = [ ]  455,495,527,521 ( ) ( )22 169 xx K→  and  
( )16x  = [ ]455,495,527,516 ( ) ( )22 4841 xx K→  ; 
( )13x  = [ ] 455,502,521,521 ( ) ( )22 2417 xx K→  and 
( )17x  = [ ]455,502,521,516 ( ) ( )22 5649 xx K→  ; 
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( )14x  = [ ] 455,495,521,521 ( ) ( )22 3225 xx K→  and 
( )18x  = [ ]455,495,521,516 ( ) ( )22 6457 xx K→  ; 
To further elaborate on state evolution at stage 3, an example is shown below:  
( )21x =  [ ]575,622,654,647 ( ) ( )33 81 xx K→  and 
  = [ ]( )233x 575,622,654,647 ( ) ( )33 263257 xx K→ ; 
( )25x =  [ ]575,622,654,642 ( ) ( )33 4033 xx K→  and  
( )237x  =  [ ]575,622,654,642 ( ) ( )33 296289 xx K→ ; 
( )217x =  [ ]575,622,654,641 ( ) ( )33 136129 xx K→  and  
( )249x  = [ ]  575,622,654,641 ( ) ( )33 392385 xx K→ ; 
( )221x  = [ ]  575,622,654,636 ( ) ( )33 168161 xx K→  and  
( )253x  = [ ]575,622,654,636 ( ) ( )33 424417 xx K→  
 
3.4 Grouping 
Even though the optimal solution on train operation can be attained with the complete 
state-space diagram, computational demand is inevitably heavy and memory storage 
requirement becomes huge as the number of inter-station runs increases.  To 
minimise the extensive state increment in the state-space traffic flow model in stages, 
grouping of states in a stage is a viable means.  The notion of state grouping is to 
combine some of the states within a stage, if they have the same arrival-times of trains 
at successive stations, prior to the stage optimisation.  The optimal solution remains 
with state grouping.  
 
Fig. 5 shows that state  and ( )11x ( )15x  at stage 1 produce the same set of states at 
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stage 2 (i.e.  and ( ) ( )22 81 xx K ( ) ( )22 4033 xx K ) through different control actions.  
The pairs of states  and ( )21x ( )233x , ( )22x  and ( )234x ,  and , 
………,  and , have the same arrival-time elements.  These 8 pairs of 
states can be combined to form new states 
( )23x ( )235x
( )2 ( )240x8x
( ) ( )2821x x)K)  at stage 2 through state 
grouping, based on the comparison of ( )( )21xM  and ( )( )233xM , ……, ( )( )28xM  
and ( )( )240xM , where ( )( )jx kM  is the minimum cost to reach  from the 
initial stage, and the cost 
( )jxk
( ))2(gxM of reaching state  is determined by:   )2(gx
( ) ( ) ( )( )( ){ }1kx)2(min igxF=)2(
( )2
gxM
( )1 gx
M+  
such that  reaches  with cost kx ( )( )i2gxF ( )( )igxF 2.   is the minimum 
cost to reach ( )2gx  from .  i is the number of possible states in stage 1 to 
reach . 
(1kx )
2(gx
)2(gx
 
With state grouping, for each new state, (i.e. each of) ( ) x ( )221x 32)K) ), the 
corresponding set of ( ) ( ) ( ){ }
gt
)2gx (
)( jx g
gxF ,,)2( 1 KgxF F)2 =
( )
( , is formed.  is the 
number of possible states in stage ‘j-1’ to reach ‘ ’.  Similarly, the sets of cost 
reaching each new state, 
gt
( )264x21x )K) , at stage 3 are attained.  State grouping is 
performed in each stage and hence the number of states at each stage is significantly 
reduced.  To illustrate the advantage of state grouping, Table 2 shows the total 
number of possible states before and after grouping with different number of control 
variable steps and inter-station runs. 
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 Fig. 5 State reduction through grouping 
 
Table 2 – Number of states at the final stage without/with grouping 
Number of steps in control variable* 
2 3 4 
Number of 
inter-station runs 
Without grouping 
1 2 3 4 
2 16 81 256 
3 512 19683 262144 
4 65536 43046721 4294967296 
5 33554432 8.472886094 × 1011 1.125899907× 1015
 With grouping 
1 2 3 4 
2 8 27 64 
3 64 729 4096 
4 1024 59049 1048576 
5 32768 14348907 1073741824 
* Run-time adjustment is the control variable in successive inter-station runs in this 
application. 
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3.5 Cost function 
An objective function on service quality and another on energy consumption, as well 
as a combined one, are introduced here to evaluate how well the chosen control 
actions lead to the desired operational requirements. 
 
I. Service quality 
Service regularity is the major concern to passengers and operators when 
accessing quality of train service.  Suppose all trains carrying the same traction 
characteristics and the separations of trains are scheduled to be the same, 
headway is the indicator of the service regularity.  The following cost function 
penalises deviation from the nominal headway, and a low cost implies the chosen 
solution leading to the desired service.  
k
H
TTH
Cost
k
i d
i
ik
i
ikd
Ser
∑
=
+
−
+
−
+×
−−+×
= 0
12
)1(
)())1((
ε
ε
    (15) 
where k is the total number of inter-station runs in a region;  is the nominal 
headway between the trains; 
dH
ε  is the maximum allowable percentage of 
headway deviation from the nominal schedule.  ε  can be either positive or 
negative.  Headway of trains is lengthened when ε  is positive;  and 
 are the two arrival-time of trains ‘i+2’ and ‘i+1’ at the station ‘k-i’ 
respectively.  Headway of trains is therefore the arrival-time difference between 
the two trains at station ‘k-i’.  The range of cost is between 
2+
−
i
ikT
1+
−
i
ikT
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
+ ε
ε
1
 and 0.  
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II. Energy consumption 
Energy consumption is the other concern of the operators as higher energy 
consumption implies higher operation cost.  The following cost function of 
energy consumption is given to encourage energy reduction in the inter-station 
runs.  Energy consumption of specific train movement between two stations is 
determined by a single train simulator [12]. 
( )
( ) ⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
+
+−
=
∑
∑∑
=
==
k
r
r
S
k
r
r
S
k
r
r
A
Energy
E
EE
k
SgnCost
1
11
1
1
1
ϑ
ϑ
     (16) 
where k is the total number of inter-station runs in a region;  is the energy 
consumption of a train with the nominal run-time in an inter-station run ‘r’;  
is the actual energy consumption of a train in an inter-station run ‘r’; 
r
SE
r
AE
ϑ  is the 
percentage of energy consumption deviation with respect to that in the nominal 
run-time.  ϑ  can be set as either positive or negative by the operators.  Energy 
reduction is attained with the corresponding run-time extension of train when ϑ  
is negative.  The energy cost function is only applicable when run-time control 
is employed and the range of return cost is between ϑ
ϑ
+1  and 0. 
 
III. Overall cost function 
To reflect the relative importance of service quality and energy consumption on 
the overall cost function, the following expression is adopted.   
EnergyEnergySerSerOverall CostWCostWCost ⋅+⋅=      (17) 
Subject to: 1=+ EnergySer WW ; 10 ≤≤ SerW ; 10 ≤≤ EnergyW  
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where  are the weightings assigned to service quality and 
energy consumption respectively.   
EnergySer WandW
 
3.6 Optimal path 
An example is given here to illustrate the formulation of the optimal path by DP.  
Referring to Table 1 and Fig. 4, two run-time extension levels (i.e. control steps) are 
adopted in each of the three inter-station runs, i.e. either 0 or 5 sec in inter-station 1; 0 
or 6 sec in inter-station run 2; and 0 or 7 sec in the inter-station run 3.  The run-times 
are allowed to extend by 5% with respect to the nominal train service.   
 
To demonstrate the approach to obtain the optimal solution with the given operational 
requirements in DP, ( ){ }81,)1( ≤≤ gforxF g , ( ){ }321,)2( ≤≤ gforxF g  and 
( ){ }641,)3( ≤≤ gforxF g  denote the three sets of costs of reaching all the possible 
states{ })1(...,),1( 81 xx , { })2(...,),2( 321 xx and{ })3(..., 64x),3(1x in the successive stages 
respectively.  The three sets of costs to reach the corresponding elements in 
 and  are calculated by Eqns (15), (16) and (17).   ( ) ( )2,1 xx ( )3x
 
At the beginning, { })1(...,),1( 81 xx  are evolved from stage 0 with the corresponding 
run-time extensions of (5,6,7), (5,6,0), (5,0,7), (5,0,0), (0,6,7), (0,0,7) and (0,0,0) sec 
(i.e. ) in successive inter-station runs, from the initial stage.  The minimum cost ( )2c
( ) ( ){ }8min ≤= FM 1,)1( ≤ gforx g)1(x  of reaching states { })1(...,),1( 81 xx  in stage 
1 are then computed.  Determination of the minimum cost, ( ))( jxM , to reach the 
given states  is illustrated in Fig. 6.  Since there is only one initial state in )( jx g
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stage 0, no optimisation is required.  The control action, , which minimizes )1(∗c
( ){ }81,)1( ≤≤ gforxF g , is recorded.  
 
Fig. 6 Minimum cost ( ))( jxM g  of reaching state  in stage j )( jx g
 
With the minimum cost  for each element in x(1), the set  are 
deduced as shown in Table 3.  The states in stage 1, from which the elements in 
are reached, are available and the corresponding costs are denoted by
( )1(xM ) )( )2(xM
)2(x ( )( )2gxF .  
Table 3 also reveals the minimum cost, ( ))3(xM
)3(∗c
, to reach all the possible states in 
x(3) in stage 3.  When the control action  is deduced, the overall optimal path 
with the corresponding control decisions and states in successive stages are obtained. 
)0()1()2()3( )2()3( ∗∗∗∗ ⎯⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ →⎯ ∗∗ xxxx cc:pathOptimal )1(⎯→⎯ ∗c   (18) 
Suppose ‘x1(0) Æ x8(1) Æ x32(2) Æ x57(3)’ is the optimal path under the given traffic 
conditions and operational requirements shown in Table 1, the corresponding control 
actions of run-time extensions made in the three inter-station runs are (0,0,0) sec in 
the stage transformations ‘0 to 1’ and ‘1 to 2’; and (5,6,7) sec in stage transformation 
‘2 to 3’. 
Stage jStage j-1 
( ))( jx gF
( ))( jx gF
( ))( jgxF
( ))( jgxF
M
M
M
M
If the cost ( )3F  of 
reaching x g is the smallest, 
 
Then, the mi m cost 
)( jx g
)( j  
nimu
M
gx j( ) ( ))( jxM g  is the cost ( )3)( jxF g  
M
M
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Table 3 – Optimisation at stage 2 and 3 
States in stage 
2 
States in to 
reach each 
element in
( )1x
2x( )
Minimum cost ( )( )2xM in stage 2 Control 
action  
( )21x  ( )11x  
( )15x  
( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
+
+
12
12
5
2
1
1
1
1
)2( xMxF
xMxF
Min
c
 
(5,6,7) 
M  M  M  M  
( )210x  ( )12x  
( )16x  
( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
+
+
12
12
6
2
10
2
1
10
)2( xMxF
xMxF
Min
c
 
(5,6,0) 
M  M  M  M  
( )219x  ( )13x  
( )17x  
( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
+
+
12
12
7
2
19
3
1
19
)2( xMxF
xMxF
Min
c
 
(5,0,7) 
M  M  M  M  
( )228x  ( )14x  
( )18x  
( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
+
+
12
12
8
2
28
4
1
28
)2( xMxF
xMxF
Min
c
 
(5,0,0) 
 
States in stage 
3 
States in to 
reach each 
element in
( )2x
3x( )
Minimum cost ( )( )3xM in stage 3 Control 
action 
( )31x  ( )21x  
( )25x  
( )217x  
( )221x  
( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )⎪⎪⎭
⎪⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
+
+
+
+
23
23
23
23
21
4
1
17
3
1
5
2
1
1
1
1
)3(
xMxF
xMxF
xMxF
xMxF
Min
c
 
(5,6,7) 
M  M  M  M  ( )342x  ( )210x  
( )214x  
( )226x  
( )230x  
( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )⎪⎪⎭
⎪⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
+
+
+
+
23
23
23
23
30
4
42
26
3
42
14
2
42
10
1
42
)3(
xMxF
xMxF
xMxF
xMxF
Min
c
 
(5,6,0) 
M  
M  
M  
M  
M  
M  
M  
M  ( )364x  ( )212x  
( )216x  
( )228x  
( )232x  
( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )⎪⎪⎭
⎪⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
+
+
+
+
23
23
23
23
32
4
64
28
3
64
16
2
64
12
1
64
)3(
xMxF
xMxF
xMxF
xMxF
Min
c
 
(0,0,0) 
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4 Results and discussions 
This section demonstrates the functions and versatility of the proposed DRC under 
various traffic conditions and operation requirements.  The simulation is conducted 
on an IBM-compatible PC with PIII-866 MHz CPU with 256MB memory.  A 
number of studies have been carried out to evaluate the controller’s performance in 
terms of capability, optimality and flexibility. 
 
4.1 State simplification 
This study illustrates the possible state simplification in the event-based traffic flow 
model by state-grouping.  The traffic conditions and operational constraints are 
given in Table 4.   
 
Table 4 – Traffic conditions and operational requirements 
Traffic conditions 
Number of inter-station runs 3 
Nominal dwell-times at stations 30 sec 
Run 0-1 Run 1-2 Run 2-3 Nominal inter-station run-times
135 sec 121 sec 90 sec 
Operational constraints 
Control method Mixed (i.e. Dwell-time and run-time) 
Control space* Run-time: +10%   Dwell-time: +10% 
Dwell-times at stations: 3, 2, 1, 0 sec 
Inter-station run 
 0-1 
Inter-station run 
1-2 
Inter-station run  
2-3 
Steps in control variable 
12, 8, 4, 0 sec 12, 8, 4, 0 sec 9, 6, 3, 0 sec 
Operational requirements Headway is extended by 10% (i.e.ε  is 0.1 in ) SerCost
*Nominal schedule is used as a reference to regulate the service. 
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Results: 
Table 5 – Number of states at stages 
Case I: Operation with complete state-space diagram (i.e. without grouping) 
Stage 0 1 2 3 
Number of states 1 64 4096 262144
Case II: Operation with dynamic programming (i.e. state grouping ) 
Stage 0 1 2 3 
Number of states 1 64 1024 4096 
 
Table 6 – Optimal cost and computational demand 
Case I II 
Cost  0.1269  0.1269 
Computation time (sec) 35.6 0.73 
Physical memory storage (MB) 26 1.27 
 
Discussions: 
Table 5 shows that the number of possible states at the intermediate stages (i.e. stage 2 
and 3) increases substantially in Case I.  Likewise, in Case II, where grouping is 
introduced, the number of states also increases, but to a smaller extent, especially at 
stage 3.  With grouping, a number of states in the proceeding stage can be reduced 
and a significant reduction on the scale of states expansion is then accomplished. 
 
Simulation results also show that the controller delivers the same cost at the final state 
in both Cases I and II.  It has therefore verified that the controller provides the same 
solution (i.e. same optimal path and cost) with identical traffic conditions and 
operational requirements with and without state grouping.  The computation time 
and memory requirement are significantly reduced as a result of the state grouping. 
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4.2 Control steps and inter-station runs 
This study investigates the impact of the number of control steps and inter-station runs 
on computational demand under given operational conditions.  Four cases are 
undertaken and shown in Cases I to IV respectively.  Cases I to III with 3 
inter-station runs are set up to investigate the effect of control steps on computational 
demand; while a further test (i.e. Case IV) with 4 inter-station runs is carried out to 
evaluate the increase on the demand when compared to Case I, for they have the same 
number of control steps.  The traffic conditions and operational constraints are given 
in Table 7.     
 
Table 7 – Traffic conditions and operational constraints 
Traffic conditions 
Run 0-1 Run 1-2 Run 2-3 Run 3-4 Nominal inter-station run-times 
135sec 121 sec 90 sec 76 sec 
Operational constraints 
 Case I Case II Case III Case IV 
Inter-station runs 
involved 
Station 0 to 3 Station 0 to 3 Station 0 to 3 Station 0 to 4
Steps in control 
variable at 
stations 
(Station 0 to 1) 
14, 7, 0 sec 
(Stations 1 to 2) 
12, 6, 0 sec  
(Stations 2 to 3) 
8, 4, 0 sec 
 
 
(Station 0 to 1) 
12, 8, 4, 0 sec  
 (Stations 1 to 2) 
12, 8, 4, 0 sec 
(Stations 2 to 3) 
9, 6, 3, 0 sec  
  
 
(Station 0 to 1) 
12, 9, 6, 3, 0 sec  
 (Stations 1 to 2) 
12, 9, 6, 3, 0 sec 
(Stations 2 to 3) 
8, 6, 4, 2, 0 sec 
(Station 0 to 1) 
14, 7, 0 sec 
 (Stations 1 to 2) 
12, 6, 0 sec 
 (Stations 2 to 3) 
8, 4, 0 sec 
(Stations 3 to 4) 
8, 4, 0 sec 
Control space* Run-time: +10%   
Operational 
requirements 
Headway is extended by 6% (i.e.ε  is 0.06 in ) SerCost
*Nominal schedule is used as a reference to regulate the service. 
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Results: 
Table 8 – Optimal cost and computational demand 
Case I II III IV 
Cost 0.073 0.071 0.069 0.0704 
Computation 
time (sec) 
0.14 0.841 4.035 17.445 
Physical memory 
storage (MB) 
0.168 
(i.e.172 KB)
1.28 6.98 28.8 
 
Discussions: 
Simulation results show that the computational time and memory storage 
requirements increase drastically with the number of inter-stations runs and control 
steps.  The computational demand is the highest in Case IV.  Given the same 
number of control steps at each inter-station run in Cases I and IV (i.e. 3 steps), the 
computational time and physical storage with 4 inter-stations runs (i.e. Case IV) 
increases by more than a hundred times, when compared to those with 3 inter-station 
runs (i.e. Case I).  With Cases I, II and III, the increase on computational demand is 
much lower since the number of inter-station runs determines the number of possible 
stage transformations in the traffic flow model.  The number of possible states at a 
particular stage depends on: (1) the number of possible states from the previous stage; 
and (2) the number of possible solutions each state can generate (i.e. a solution 
composes of a set of extended run-times in successive inter-station runs).  Therefore, 
a larger number of states are usually required with more inter-station runs, and hence 
the computation time and memory storage. 
 
Further, more steps in control variables imply a finer resolution of run-time extensions 
in the control space.  When comparing the optimal solution attained in Cases I, II 
and III, Case III’s optimal solution stands out with the lowest cost as stated in Table 8, 
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since more precise train control is attained with a finer resolution of control step.  
The computation time and memory storage requirement, however, increases with 
more steps in control variables.   
 
4.3 Dwell-time and run-time 
This study examines the train performance with different control methods.  
Dwell-time, run-time and the combined control are adopted in Cases I, II and III 
respectively, which are subject to three operational requirements shown in tests A, B 
and C.  Service extension (i.e. S) is the main interest in test A (i.e. and 
), while energy reduction (i.e E) is the focus in test B (i.e. and 
) and their combination (i.e. S&E) is introduced in test C.  The weighting on 
service, , and energy, , are of the same importance in test C (i.e. 
).   
1=SW
0=SW0=EW
1=EW
= ES WW
SW
.0=
EW
5
 
Table 9 – Traffic conditions and operational constraints 
Traffic conditions 
Number of inter-station runs 4 
Nominal dwell-times at stations 20 sec 
Run 0-1 Run 1-2 Run 2-3 Run 3-4 Nominal inter-station run-times 
135sec 121 sec 90 sec 76 sec 
Operational constraints 
Case I Case II Case III Control method 
Dwell-time Run-time Mixed 
Control space* Run-time: +10%   Dwell-time: +10% 
Dwell-times at stations: 2, 1, 0 sec 
Inter-station run
0-1 
Inter-station run
1-2 
Inter-station run  
2-3 
Inter-station run 
3-4 
Steps in control 
variable 
14, 7, 0 sec 12, 6, 0 sec 8, 4, 0 sec 8, 4, 0 sec 
Operational 
requirements 
Headway is extended by 4% (i.e.ε  is 0.04 in ) SerCost
Energy is reduced by 8% (i.e.ϑ  is 0.08 in ) EnergyCost
Case I Case II Case III Cost function** 
A B C A B C A B C 
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S E S&E S E S&E S E S&E
Weighting factor 5.0,5.0= =ES WW  (For all case C only) 
*Nominal schedule is used as a reference to regulate the service. 
**S: service plays dominant (i.e. 1=SW ); E: energy plays dominant (i.e. ); 
S&E: Both service and energy are taken into account with their corresponding 
weights. 
1=EW
 
Results: 
Table 10 – Optimal costs 
Cost Case 
A B* C 
I 0.128 - 0.107 
II 0.075 0 0.042 
III 0.086 0 0.046 
*Adjustments of dwell-time of trains at stations is not applicable to achieve energy 
saving  
 
Discussions: 
Table 10 shows that run-time control (i.e. Case II) is more likely to meet the train 
operational requirement either in terms of service, energy and their combination, since 
the controller delivers the optimal path with the lowest cost as shown in tests A and C 
of Case II, when compared with the corresponding tests of Case I and III respectively.  
The optimal cost with dwell-time control is the highest under the same operational 
requirements – the cost given in test A (i.e. 0.128) of Case I is higher than that of 
Cases II (i.e. 0.075) and III (i.e. 0.086).  Dwell-time at stations is always shorter than 
the inter-station run-time, a smaller control space is therefore available to maintain the 
train service and hence a relatively less flexible train control is attained.  Further, 
when energy saving is taken into account, dwell-time control is not preferred as it 
does not change energy demand.  
   
With mixed control, both dwell-time and run-time control are adjusted to meet the 
operational requirements and a flexible train control is to be expected.  The optimal 
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cost attained in tests A and C of Case III is, however, slightly higher than the one in 
the corresponding tests of Case II even though mixed control is applied.  It is 
because dwell-time extensions at stations inevitably affect the train service quality.  
Moreover, the optimisation problem of train scheduling gets more complicated and 
the solution space becomes larger with the introduction of mixed control.  More 
computational time and higher memory storage requirement are required.  Run-time 
adjustment in successive inter-station runs thus provides a relatively better 
performance on train regulation. 
 
5 Conclusions 
With the aid of an event-based traffic flow model, adjustment of train operation in a 
region through dwell-time and run-time control by dynamic programming has been 
presented.  From the viewpoint of energy saving, run-time control is superior to 
dwell-time control because a longer run-time between stations implies lower energy 
consumption.  However, energy reduction cannot be achieved by lengthening the 
waiting time of train at station unless regenerative braking is taken into account with 
coordination of trains approaching and leaving stations.  Further, a high flexibility of 
train regulation can be achieved with run-time control when compared to dwell-time 
control because run-time between stations is usually much longer than the dwell-time 
at stations and hence a larger control space is available for the operators to maintain 
the train service. 
 
The complexity and size of the event-based traffic flow model depends on the number 
of inter-stations runs and the number of possible sets of control actions.  To reduce 
the computation demand of decision-making process of trains’ instruction, a line is 
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divided into a number of control regions.  Size of region depends on the 
configuration of the traction supply system and each region usually covers few 
passenger stations.  With a number of DRCs in work, the computation demand on 
each DRC is relatively low.  DRC is thus able to deliver the optimal control actions 
for the trains for real-time applications.  
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